
Your Go-To 
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A tile project usually starts with a design idea. You spend hours on Pinterest 
or Instagram, or poring over tile samples, colors, and textures until you  
find exactly what “it” is that tickles your fancy.But, for some reason, a very 
critical element of the whole design process is often glossed over: grout.  
It’s treated like the middle child of tile installation. The truth is that grout is 
one of the most important pieces of a tile project—and it can make or  
break (literally) your entire installation. 

It’s Never “Just” Grout
Why is my project’s success contingent upon something as simple as grout?
It’s never “just” grout. Grout is complicated. It requires contemplation.  
You can’t just stop off at the hardware store and grab it off the shelf. Well, 
you can. But you shouldn’t.

Remember that design you had in your sights? Grout has every bit to  
do with the end result—certainly from a functional perspective. Grout is  
a necessary part of construction. You’re solidifying the space; preventing  
damage from the inevitable “settling” that occurs over time.
Yet, grout also plays into a project’s design. Grout colors, while relatively  
new in the history of tile, provide an opportunity to make a design  
statement—when done right. Even not using grout creates a unique space.  
Its absence can create a presence… but again, only when approached  
correctly. Before we get into all of the possibilities grout presents, let’s  
take a quick look at “Grout 101.”





Grout: So Misunderstood
In its earliest days, grout was used to “cement” tile together.  
So, it (mistakenly) has been lumped into both concrete and  
mortar categories. It is neither.  The biggest difference in all  
three rests on the plasticity or fluidity in each substance’s  
initial stage. Even though grout has the same ingredients of  
concrete (cement, water, sand), its fluidity is far greater.  
This is critical for filling in the entire grout space and not  
leaving any void.

Grout is also unavailable in a non-sanded version, which is finer  
and produces a non-gritty final surface. The use of non-sanded  
grout really depends on three factors: the project itself, the  
designer, and the installer. Some prefer to limit it to smaller  
grout joints, but that isn’t always the case. However, it’s widely  
accepted that non-sanded grout does work best for vertical  
tile installations. In general, sanded grout is less expensive  
and lasts longer than its non-sanded counterpart.



To Grout or Not to Grout
We get this question a lot, especially as of late. A recent grout-free installation  
reveal by a very popular HGTV influencer, using our zellige collection, has  
people talking. 

This apparent trend to avoid the “look” of grout is worthy of discussion—especially 
as we consider the historical traditions in countries like Morocco, where  
installations are often completed without grout fill.

There are instances when you can go grout-free. For example, grout can be  
eliminated when you’re installing tiles that have only slight sizing variations (cement, 
stone, zellige). However, we advise this approach be limited to decorative  
surfaces or non-sanitary surfaces. Going grout-free in bathrooms or kitchens  
becomes problematic, due to the risk of moisture.

Our general recommendation, to best support our clients/customers, is that all  
tile installations should be grouted. Grout is designed for more than just filling  
the joints for sanitary and moisture protection. It also serves a purpose in regards 
to construction, helping to avoid settling issues that could cause tile edges to  
move and crack—which then becomes a burden, financially.

In our opinion, there’s no way around it: grouting is the safest way to secure  
a sound tile installation.



Of course, we can’t simply ignore a “movement.” When we hear 
from clients who want to explore grout-free installations, we 
reiterate the best tiles/surfaces. We provide as much information 
about tile selection and the setting process as possible. 

Ultimately, all tile installations are at the sole discretion of only 
two or three people: the project owner and their specified pro-
fessional(s). Our mission is to inform, but also allow them to 
arrive at the best decision for their unique installation. 

Part of that education happens in our showroom, where we are 
installing grout-free areas. The goal is to showcase this option in 
light of:

They are not sanitary applications
They are tiles that can be installed with little-to-no spacing
Not grouting these installations allows us to change them out 
more easily/frequently with future remodels
We like how they look without grout (we do!)
It helps us show clients the pros and cons of the emerging 
grout-free trend

One last note on the “grout or not to grout” topic… clé does 
warn that tile installers often refuse a grout-free project. The 
reason is many believe this type of installation falls outside of what 
they can insure as a “sound” install. It’s something to keep in mind 
when designing your project.

 





Grout Has Rules: Respect Them
Deciding to use grout (over not using it) doesn’t mean the process ends there. 
There is still much to consider, based on the tile you’ve chosen and what kind  
of surface you’re working with. Two very important components are grout color 
and grout joint size.

Grout Color
Just as grout is now made for all forms of tile installations and grout joint-fill  
purposes, it also comes in a wide variety of shades. In the history of grout, the  
color movement is very young—only emerging over the past 50 years. This  
infancy means the tile community still has a lot to learn about using colored grout.
Just choosing the most appropriate grout color is quite complicated. It’s very  
specific to the type of tile and project. Choosing the wrong color can result in 
staining, particularly in unglazed tiles, cement tiles, and stone tiles. 

Grout color selection is always up to our client and/or their design professional. 
However, clé is often asked for our opinion on best grout selections for  
our tiles. And, due to the large array of grout colors that are now available,  
clé would like to offer this general guideline on a foolproof grout color  
selection for any of your clé tiles.

First, have your professional tile contractor complete your tile installation,  
except for the grout portion.
Next, when ready to grout, ask your contractor to bring ALL grout color charts 
from his preferred grout manufacturers, for your review.
Lastly, choose a time of day when you are most pleased with the lighting in your 
space (either natural lighting, installed lighting or a blend of both). During that light-
ing and time of day, select the grout color that best matches your tile selection.

We do prefer the Mapei grout products, as we believe them to be the best and 
the most specifically geared grouts to certain unglazed tiles. But, we find that many 
contractors have their own preferences.
This is why we now use our standard design recommendations for grout...  
and allow the contractor to use preferred grouts.

 



Cement
Cement is our most popular tile. It also has the most specific guidelines for  
grout color. The optimal option is to use natural gray grout. Never use  
contrasting or dark grout on cement tiles (unless you’re using our mixture).

Zellige
With this collection, grout actually becomes a part of the surface. Remember, 
grout plays a significant role due to variation of joints, but mostly because of 
the pitting, chipping, and cracking that will be filled with grout. We recommend 
using the natural gray grout or a color that matches the zellige glaze as closely  
as possible.

Glazed Brick
Often viewed as more of a “utilitarian” style, many clients ask if glazed brick 
should have grout that matches or contrasts. We have seen some installations 
using a tan color against white glazed brick tiles; a very appealing look. We’ve 
also seen ones where grout colors match the glaze. For a general recommendation, 
we again turn to natural gray grout for brick installations.

Subway Tile
A design trend we’ve witnessed lately is to use dark shades—even black 
grout—with white subway tiles. It’s a great look… in the right location.  
Beware using this approach in areas that require continuous cleaning, as the 
color will fade. 

Grout Colors… Here to Stay
While it’s not the easiest design component to work with, there are two  
reasons colored grout is not going anywhere anytime soon:

Colored grout allows clients to select grouts that match their tiles  
as closely as possible.
Colored grout allows clients and designers to use grout shade as  
a design element, not just a functional one.

1. 

2.



Grout Joint Size
Our general rule of thumb is to use the smallest grout joint  
the tile requires. Greater size variation in the tile being used  
will require larger joints. Imperfections will also cause more  
variations, and therefore larger tile gaps. Even factory-made  
tiles that are more rectified (cement, stone, zellige) necessitate  
the use of grout joints.

These considerations aside, some tiles simply look better with  
smaller joints and some look better with larger ones. This is  
when enlisting our help or the help of your designer is really  
the key to arriving at the best design possible.

Beyond Function: Grout as a Design Element
Grout’s evolution, from its roots in construction to the rise of  
color, indicates it has purpose beyond function. As noted, there  
are many instances when using color—even with design in mind 
—becomes problematic. But, if approached carefully, grout’s use  
as a design element can create truly beautiful spaces. 

It becomes, in essence, one more of the many elements designers  
contemplate when building a space. Paint color, lighting, furniture,  
fixtures… all work together to bring a space together. Whether  
you match, complement, or contrast, the “appropriate” tile and  
surface can be brought to life by approaching the grout with  
design intention.



Conclusion
We return here to our opening statement: It’s never “just” 
grout. There are so many reasons grout is an integral part of 
the design process. At clé, we always aim to deliver looks that 
are ahead of the trends, not follow them. Part of that involves 
our dedication to our customers’ entire projects. Just as  
grout is never “just” grout, we’re not “just” a tile company. We 
provide solutions for your entire space.

Now… you may have wondered why a material that should be 
so innocuous could become something to weigh so heavily. We 
hope you have that answer.

For more insights into tile wisdom, check out this blog,  
6 Mistakes to Avoid When Choosing Tile for Your Project.


